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Publication Purpose
The Journal of Research Practice (JRP) aims to develop our understanding of research as a type of
practice, and assist both research practitioners and research theorists to share their experiences with,
and ideas about, research so as to help readers in improving their research practice.
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Focus Areas
The journal focuses on generic aspects of research practice that would be of interest to
researchers in various fields. The journal’s six specific Focus Areas are listed in the left-hand
column (for details, see JRP Concept Hierarchy in the journal site, where the Focus Areas are
defined in terms of Core Questions and Subject Areas).
JRP articles trigger fresh thinking about research practice in multiple fields.
Special Issues Published
2015 | Experiential Knowledge, Expertise, and Connoisseurship
2014 | Giving Back in Field Research
2013 | Research Assistantships
2012 | New Approaches to Psychodynamic Research
2011 | On Reflecting and Making in Artistic Research Practice
2010 | Research Practice in Art and Design
2010 | Autoethnography as Research Practice
2007 | On Beyond Interdisciplinarity
2007 | Students’ Reflections on Doing Research
2005 | Natural Resource Management in Australia
Article Categories & Peer Review
Submissions are solicited under the following peer-reviewed article categories:
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(b)
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Main Article—Full-length articles relating to our publication focus
Research Design—Critical discussions on research design
Provocative Idea—Fresh ideas on addressing research challenges
Review—Critical reflections on published material (books, journals, etc.)
Viewpoints and Discussion—Personal viewpoints on material published in this journal (or
elsewhere)

The journal’s peer-review process relies on an experienced community of reviewers drawn in
part from the JRP Forum. The peer-review process normally takes 4-6 weeks. Potential
authors can find more information in the journal website: Information for Authors.
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Sponsors
The journal welcomes both institutional and personal sponsorships.
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We invite research-oriented institutions to become Institutional Sponsors by pledging USD
100–1,000 per annum, for a term of 3 years. We also welcome all users of this journal to
become Personal Sponsors by pledging USD 50–200 per annum, for a term of 3 years.

